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Warnings and Cautions

APPLICATION

WARNINGS:

1. ARO valves are designed for use only in industrial pneumatic (air) and / or vacuum
systems applications and are NOT to be used for individual consumer use, application or
service.

2. When any ARO valve is used in any type application, safeguards must be provided to
insure against bodily injury for the operator and / or persons in the immediate area.

3. ARO valves are NOT to be used as a safety device or to operate and / or control the
operator of full revolution clutch systems and / or brake systems on power presses or
similar equipment.  ARO valves are not designed or intended for such uses.

LUBRICATION

Valve components are lubricated at the time of assembly at the factory and can normally be
operated without air line lubrication to an approximate life of twenty million cycles, depending
on application.  If air line cylinders, or other air line devices used in conjunction with ARO
valves require lubrication, be sure the lubricating oils used are compatible with the valve seals
and are of sufficient viscosity to assure adequate lubrication.  Aro recommends an oil lubricant
with a viscosity of 100-200 SUS at 100? F.  Aro does not recommend the use of compound oils
containing graphite fillers, extremely low viscosities and other non-fluidic lubricants.
RECOMMENDED: Aro 29665 air line lubricator oil is available in one quart containers.

INSTALLATION AND SERVICE

WARNINGS:

1. Shut off, disconnect and exhaust air pressure from system before installing or performing
service to any ARO valve.

2. Shut off and disconnect electrical supply to system before installing or performing
service to any ARO valve.

3. Allow only persons with a thorough understanding of the operation and application of all
ARO valves being used in a particular system and how the ARO valve(s) relate to and
interact with other components of the system to install or perform maintenance or service
to any ARO valve or other components of the system.

4. DO NOT subject any ARO valve to any condition that exceeds the limits set forth in the
specifications for a particular valve model.

5. When a manually operated (actuated) valve is used or installed into a system, provisions
must be made to prevent the valve from being accidentally operated (actuated), which
may in turn cause bodily injury or otherwise cause a hazardous or dangerous condition.

6. Damaged air pressure hoses or electrical wiring, or connections, can cause accidental
valve operation (actuation), which may in turn cause accidental valve operation
(actuation), which may in turn cause bodily injury or otherwise cause a hazardous or
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dangerous condition.  KEEP ALL HOSES, ELECTICAL WIRING, FITTINGS AND
CONNECTIONS IN FIRST CLASS OPERATING CONDITION.

7. ARO 2-POSITION, 4-WAY VALVES : Regardless of which of the 2-positions this type
of ARO valve is in, when air pressure is applied to the inlet port (s) of these valves, there
will always be an open flow path of air from the inlet to one of the valve outlets.  A
method to exhaust this trapped air pressure must be installed into the system so all air
pressure can be removed from valve or system before performing service or maintenance
to valve.

8. ARO 3-POSITION, 4-WAY VALVES : To actuate this type of ARO valve, either a
double solenoid, double remote air pilot pressure or manual operation is used.  When the
valve actuator has shifted the valve, air pressure applied at the interport (s) will flow thru
the valve to one of the two outlet ports.  When the valve is not in a shifted position, the
valve will automatically move to a center position.  ARO valves can be either closed
center or open center type and will reveal the following characteristics when the valve is
in the center position.
a. OPEN CENTER VALVES :  When this type ARO valve is in the center position the

inlet port(s) is blocked and the two outlet ports are open to the exhaust port(s) of the
valve.  With this type valve, in the center position air pressure is not present at either
outlet port.  Do not use this type ARO valve if exhausting the air pressure from the
valve will cause hazardous or dangerous condition.

b. CLOSED CENTER VALVES : When this type valve is in the center position all
inlet, outlet and exhaust ports are blocked.  Do not use this type valve if having the air
pressure blocked at the port(s) may cause a dangerous or hazardous condition in the
application, installation and / or servicing of an ARO valve.  These valves must not
be used to control load holding devices without an additional mechanical positive
stop on the holding device.
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MODEL 1384-L CONTINUOUS ROTARY PRESSURE MIXER

SUGGESTED MAINTENANCE:

1. Wipe off exposed metering cylinder shafts each morning to prevent seal damage.
2. Drain air line filter / water trap.

Weekly:

1. Check oil level in air line lubricator and refill if necessary.  (Use only10 W non-
detergent oil or equivalent ).

2. Check level in pump shaft lube wells and refill if necessary.  (Use mineral or castor
oil only).

3. Stir accelerator material each Monday to prevent settling.
4. Make visual inspection of mixer checking for loose or worn hoses.  Also check for

excessive air or material leakage.

Monthly:

1. Tighten metering cylinder packing gland nuts, on the lower end only.  (Never more
than 1/6 turn at one time).  Do not tighten upper packing gland nuts.

2. Tighten pump shaft lube wells.

Daily Operating Procedures:

1. Remove mixing head assembly from freezer and thaw.
a. 20 – 25 minutes thaw at room temperature.
b. 5 minutes thaw when using warm water at 125’ F.

2. Turn on coolant unit – water pump off.
3. Turn on main air valve.
4. With mixing head removed, place paper napkin in mixing bracket chamber; push

start button several times until base and accelerator are flowing into chamber.
a. This will show inlet ports are free and clear.
b. If accelerator does not flow in a reasonable time, remove accelerator

automatic shut off and clean orifices.
5. Place in mixing head unit and lock.
6. Turn on water pump.
7. Meter gauges _______________.  Slightly higher when starting cold.
8 Important:

If gauge records high pressure ________________, stop machine and check
orifice at accelerator automatic shut off valve.

9. Normal flow rate to fill six-ounce cartridge – 18 – 20.
a. The base pump air pressure controls the flow rate.

Normal air pressure approximately __________ PST.
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b. To maintain a “balanced system” with the accelerator meter gauges showing
______________, regulate the accelerator pump until you have a balance or
slightly higher back pressure reading.  Approximate pressure 25/30 PSI.

c. Cold start, these gauge pressures will be higher.

10. Take button samples.
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SPARE PARTS

MODEL 1384 – L MIXER

1 each 230609 Seal Kit

1 each 224084 Rear Seal

1 each 224095 Bearing

1 each 224094 Bearing

1 each 224096 Seal

2 each 286284 O-Ring

4 each 286526 O-Ring

1 each 286323 O-Ring

1 each 286545 O-Ring

1 each 286544 O-Ring

1 each 230223 Base Meter Seal Kit

1 each 230224 Accelerator Seal Kit

          (note: please indicate ratio by volume)

1 each 224073 Cap Assembly

1 each 224080 Rotor Housing

2 each 228413 Wiper Ring, 55 Gallon

1 each 222639 Wiper Ring, 5 Gallon

4 each 222749 Cup Seal, Teflon

4 each 222615 Cotter Pin

4 each L31033 Gasket

2 each L34296 O-Ring

4 each L34309 O-Ring

2 each L48614 Washer

2 each L83849 Packing and Retainer

2 each L34401 U-Cup Packing
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230609 SEAL KIT

MODEL 1384-L – H. V. MIXING HEAD

MIXING HEAD:

1 each 224084 Rear Seal

1 each 224095 Bearing

1 each 224094 Bearing

1 each 224096 Seal

1 each 221342 P-1 Poppet

2 each 286284 O-Ring

2 each 286526 O-Ring

1 each 286545 O-Ring

1 each 286323 O-Ring

1 each 286544 O-Ring

BASE SHUT OFF VALVE:

1 each 286312 O-Ring

1 each 223824 Fiber Washer

1 each 223371 Female Washer

3 each 223369 Chevron Seal

1 each 223368 Male Washer

ASSCELERATOR SHUT OFF VALVE:

1 each 286098 O-Ring

2 each 286091 O-Ring

2 each 286180 O-Ring

1 each 286302 O-Ring

1 each 286282 O-Ring


















































